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About

A word from our resident teacher

Who is Maria Montessori?

We developed the app based on my experiences teaching hundreds 
of children in Montessori schools. 

With the right supervision, I’ve always found that digital tools can 
be great supports for learning. 

In fact, that’s exactly why we created Montessori Preschool!
Since 2016, it’s provided engaging early learning experiences for 
kids all over the world.

- Valerie Touze, certified Montessori teacher

Did you know that Maria Montessori was one of the 
first female doctors in Italy? She developed a scientific 
pedagogy that focuses on building autonomy through 
exploration and discovery. With this proven approach, 
kids develop self-confidence that will serve them 
throughout their lives.



Montessori Preschool:
everything you need in 1 app!

Learn to
read and write

Learn to
read and write

Foster
creativity

Foster
creativity

Learn Mandarin Learn Mandarin 

Encourage
critical thinking

Encourage
critical thinking

Learn to
count

Learn to
count

And much more!
(including practical life, shapes and colors,...)



4 steps

Understand Memorize PracticeDiscover

The app guides kids while keeping them 
stimulated. 

Kids can then practice what they learned 
outside the app.

Our Approach



Reading and Writing

Progressive Learning

ABCs
Phonics
Symbol Tracing

3-4 y.o.3-4 y.o.

CVC and Sight Words
Picture-word association
Letter tracing

4-5 y.o.4-5 y.o.

Spelling
Storytelling
Cursive letter tracing

5-7 y.o.5-7 y.o.



3 y.o.3 y.o.

4 y.o.4 y.o.

5 y.o.5 y.o.

6-7  y.o.6-7 y.o.
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Discover Mandarin 

鸡肉

Countless studies have shown the benefits of 
learning a second language from a young age.

So, why not start with the most spoken 
language in the world:
Mandarin Chinese! 



5-7 y.o.5-7 y.o.

3-4 y.o.3-4 y.o.

Discover Mandarin 

PINYIN

IMMERSION

Beginner

Advanced

Learn letter sounds including vowels, consonants and blends

Trace symbols

Memorize vocabulary words with the help of animations

Play games inspired by real-life, including visits to the grocery 
store and preparing for a trip

Enrich vocabulary

Listen to a tale interpreted by a Chinese singer

你好



Math

3-4 y.o.3-4 y.o.

Learn numbers 1- 9 and understand 0

Learn to count by 10s

Trace numbers

-

+
-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

All of the manipulatives featured in
our math activities are Montessori 
materials! 

Numbers



4-5 y.o.4-5 y.o.

5-7 y.o.5-7 y.o.

PMSkip counting

Multiplication tables

Reading the time

Math for every day

Math

Differentiate between odd and even numbers

Addition and subtraction

Geometric shapes

First operations and basic geometry



Use games to expose your kids to the 
fundamentals of coding and develop their 
logic and reasoning skills.

This encourages critical thinking and 
creativity with technology. 

Coding and Logic
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3

What’s covered:
Coding with Code Karts
Counting in binary like a computer
Visual-spatial skills with tangrams
Strategic thinking with the Tower of Hanoi



Art and Creativity

Drawing,

Music,

And creative expression.

Let your child’s imagination soar 
with tactile screens!

Our app comes with a range of tools 
to explore:



Art and Creativity

Practical LifePractical Life DrawingDrawing ShapesShapes MusicMusic

Everyday 
activities.

Mix colors 
and draw.

Identify & 
manipulate 
different shapes.

Learn music 
without 
theory.



Track their progress;

Guide their learning;

Limit screen-time;

Expose them to a
3rd language, like French
or Spanish!

Personalize your child’s experience with 
our customizable settings:

Parents’ Role



An All-In-One App

Montessori Preschool supports
the development of the whole child.

Our activities stimulate kids as they develop their:

Critical thinking

Vocabulary

car

Creative expression

Autonomy

General knowledge

Concentration



Our educational content is developed by 
certified teachers

It’s a stimulating digital environment that 
inspires kids to learn, play and progress

Parents can be an active participant thanks to
our Settings

It offers opportunities to learn new languages
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Our Promise

- No ads;

- High-quality graphics and animations;

- Simple audio guidance;

- Fun activities that keep kids engaged;

- Available offline; and

- Exceptional customer service!

Why Choose Montessori Preschool?


